Abstracti @er the past severalyears, the field of underwateracoustic@WA) communications has been focusing on bandwidth efficient phase coherent modulation techniques. In tiIs application practicat communication algorithms, and thus their implementations, are still maturing. In addition to the computer intensive algorithms used to track and decode acoustic dah the systems may incorporate compression coding and error detection schemes to provide usable communication links. Several programs are currently underway to utilim these developments in fieldable systems. h this paper, an overview of the signal processing requirements for UWA communications is provided as well as some constraints placed on these systems by specific applications. The effect of these requirements on overall system design and implementation is outlined.
The U. S. Navy is interested in underwater acoustic communications for several possible applications: maintaining connectivity with submerged submarines, particularly when they operate as part of a battle group; establishing a command and control link with an untethered UW; extracting sensor data from a UUV without requiring fiat it dock to its host platform; maintaitdng connectivity between surfaw combatants when use of a radio link is unadvisable; md maintaining connectivity with covert operations forces where use of a radio wodd compromise the covertness of the mission. In many of these cases, covert mrnmunications~ow probability of detection) is M@y desirable. The receiver of UWA communications can maintain covertness as long as the communications protocol which is developed does not require any acknowledgement hm the receiver. Typical messages will include written orders, verbal orders, images, and targeting irtformation, Written orders and @geting information can be transmitted as simple, uncompressed text. One or two pages of text wodd be~icd. Of this text, approximately 95 percent is verbiage, wtich is still intelligible with a large number of errors. Four erroneous characters per line of text is tiikely to cause difflcdty -this equates to a bit error rate of 6x10-3.The prtion of the order which is numerical, possibly including rendezvous coordbtes and time, or target tracking information, is very sensitive to errors. A single error in a numerical transmission may make the entire transmission useless, If we assume that there are 150 characters of such information in each message, and wish to guarantee that 95% of rdl messages are received in a usable manner, then an error rate of 4x 10-5 or less must be achieved. Alternately, the nurnericd portion of the orders wuld be spelled out, causing approximately a five to one increase in required throughput for that portion of the message. A two page order wodd require approximately 28 thousand bits to be transmitted, if the pages are two-thirds white space.
Written orders could dso be transmitted as compressed text. Text typically compresses well, easily achieving a three to one compression mtio, The 28 thousand bit, two page order could be compresd to about 9300 bits. Unfortunately, Iossless compression of text is not error tolerant. We would wish to send 95 percent of these compressed orders without errors, requiring at most a 5x104 bit error rate.
Verbal orders can be transmitted digitily by first vocoding the digitized speech. Current vocoder technology produws very good restits at 2000 bits per second, It is likely fiat vocoder technology will continue to improve, requiring 1500 bits per second or less within a few years. Experimentation has shown that properly designed vocoders operate quite well with a bit error rate of 10-3or less.
Requirements for image transmission are difficult to pin down witiout knowledge of tie purpose or content of these images. For color pictures, WEG compression yields excellent resdts at 4 or 5 bits pr pixel, but is not particdarly tolerant of errors. Wavelet-based compression yields adequate malts at 1 bit per pixel, and can be designed to tolerate a fair number of errors in the transmission. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a system that can be tailo~d to meet all of the above requirements. Key features of this system design include:Packet based communication. By segmenting messages into packets we are able to abide by duty cycle limitations of existing sonars, send charmel probe pdses between packets for demodulator set-up purposes, and to devise schemes which allow messages to be received even in the event of multi-second signal fades. Packet Level Error Correction Coding (ECC). This is designed to guarantee that the system achieves a minimum bit error rate @ER) of approximately 10-J, which is required for nearly dl message types described above. Some schemes exist which integrate this level of error correction coding tith the demodulator for the rweive channel; this does not significantly alter the concept of operation. Message Level ECC. This allows the bit error rate of the received messaQe to be tailored to the tvoe of &ta which;s transmitted. A complete system will probably include seved '~s of message level "~CC, each designed to optimize performance for a different scenario. In addition, this block can be designed to wpe with lost packets of &ta which may be caused by deep, prolonged signal fades. The operating range of the communication system can be traded against throughput (at a fixed output bit error rate) in seved ways. By adding more and more ECC, the system can work at progressively lower input SNRS (and longer ranges), but throughput is reduced by the additiond ECC. Alternately, the transmission bandwidth can be reduced, while the signal strength is held cons~t. Reducing the transmission bandwidth reduces the amount of ambient noise which can corrupt the received signal, thus allowing the system to operate at longer ranges, but it dso reduces the system throughput. Clearly, there is a combination of transmit bandwidth and amount of ECC which optimties system throughput at a fixed range and output bit error rate.
The sonar equation for this system is SNR," = P~-PL -NO-1 Olog@~, where SN~. is the received signal to noise ratio, P-w is the transmitted pwer level, PL is the acoustic propagation loss, N. is the amustic ambient noise level in a 1 M band, and 10log(B~accounts for the additiond ambient noise admitted when the system is o~rat~using a b~dtidti of BW. Pmce is Iitited by cavitation effects in most cases, so the operating range of the communications system cm be tilord ody by selecting the receiver bmdwidth. Reducing h receiver bandwidth will decrease the term 10log(B~, this increasing SNR,". From SNR., the system's uncoded bit error rate can be found in existing tables and charts, provided that a modulation type and statistical model for the received sigrud have been decided. From this, a ECC method can be selected to produce the rquired output error rate, .-
